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ABSTRACT

Although Knowledge is recognized as a strategic force in organizations, knowledge creation and management is not simply the capture and storage of items of information. It requires the storage and processing of associations through which meaning can be derived from the information. Association can be represented in explicit and observable forms in a knowledge base. The paper discusses issues relating to design a better quality interactive interface system for human to have a dialog with the knowledge management systems. At the same time, the paper investigates the ease of evaluation and implementation of a knowledge management system. It performs a major role in providing users with capabilities of dealing with underlying systems. Designing a good interface style using knowledge bases can have a profound effect on the nature of the dialog.

Interfacing a knowledge base oriented system can be seen as a dialog between the knowledge base and the user. It plays a major role in providing users with capabilities that deal with underlying systems. Designing a good interface style can have a profound effect on the nature of the dialog. Design of a user interface involves determining approaches in which users interact with the knowledge-based system. The design process can be complex and multifaceted, begins by identifying system users, through classification of them to understanding their characteristics. The study investigates the improvement of performance by performing an actual study of many experimental systems sufficient to provide judgments for taking the right decision. Results confirm that a good interface has a great impact on the performance of knowledge management systems.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge adaptation is gaining widespread attention as a strategic tool for the competitiveness of organizations both in the management literature and in popular press. A knowledge base (KB) is a technology used to store complex structured and unstructured information used by a computer system. The initial use of the term was in connection with expert systems which were the first knowledge-based systems. However, knowledge creation and management is not simply the capture and storage of information. It also requires the storage and processing of associations (rules) through which meaning can be derived from the items of information and can be stored in explicit and observable form.

The original use of the term knowledge-base was to describe one of the two sub-systems of a knowledge-based system. A knowledge-based system consists of a knowledge-base that represents facts about the world and an inference engine that can reason about those facts and use rules and other forms of logic to deduce new facts or highlight inconsistencies [1].

Knowledge management (KM) is the process of capturing, developing, sharing, and effectively using organizational knowledge. It refers to a multi-disciplinary approach to achieving organizational objectives by making the best use of knowledge [2, 3]. In today’s world data are so numerous that technology is needed to cope with this knowledge. KM which interacts with knowledge based systems contains processes and/or tools that involve sorting the collected items of information and select those that are relevant. KM provides critical insights that help organizations make right decisions.

Knowledge management is a key approach to managing business environments and allowing employees to obtain relevant insights and understanding appropriate to their work and making available increased knowledge content in the development and provision of products and services. KM can explicitly be defined as a systematic process or a discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, retrieving, sharing all of enterprises’ information assets. It will present information in a way that improves an employees' comprehension in areas of interest. These assets may include databases, documents, policies, procedures, and previously un-captured expertise and experience in individual workers.
KM and knowledge base can also benefit from each other. The integration of KM with knowledge base enables organizations achieve wider benefits. Integration of KM with knowledge base will not only help to promote and enhance knowledge for better decision making, but also improve organizations performance. Therefore it is imperative for organizations to have both KM and knowledge base as an integrated system to get full value from both. This work shows the importance of KM and knowledge base Integration through a series of models and shows how the performance be improved [4].

Interfacing a knowledge base oriented system can be seen as a dialog between the knowledge base and the user. It plays a major role in providing users with capabilities that deal with underlying systems. Designing a good interface style can have a profound effect on the nature of the dialog. Design of a user interface involves determining approaches in which users interact with the knowledge-based system. The design process, can be complex and multifaceted, begins by identifying system users, through classification of them to understanding their characteristics.

Typically, an intelligent interface is required such that it should employ some kind of intelligent technique. The concept of intelligent technique may vary over time, but the following list is a fairly complete list of the kinds of techniques that today are being employed in intelligent interfaces [5, 6]:

**User adaptively**: Techniques that allow the user - system interaction to be adapted to different users and different usage situations.

**User modeling**: Techniques that allow a system to maintain knowledge about a user.

**Natural language technology**: Techniques that allow a system to interpret or generate natural language utterances, in text or in speech.

**Dialogue modeling**: Techniques that allow a system to maintain a natural language dialogue with a user, possible in combination with other interaction means (multimodal dialogue).

**Explanation generation**: Techniques that allow a system to explain results to users.

Providing the above list of technologies does not capture the essential feature of the intelligent interface research area. An intelligent interface must utilize technology to make an improvement. The resulting interface should be better than any other solution. It is not just different and technically more advanced. There are a number of common interface styles including [5]:

- Command line interface
- Menus
- Natural language
- Question/answer and query dialog
- Voice output to guide users or answer queries
- Form-fills and traditional end user applications
- Source documents
- WIMP
- Point and click
- Three-dimensional interfaces

WIMP interface is the most common and complex. The most promising one is mixing WIMP with natural language and/or question/answer and query dialog, where **WIMP** stands for windows, icons, menus, pointer.

Every knowledge-based system has its own knowledge formalism depending on the problems to be solved, goal to be achieved, and what a proposed solution to be accomplished. In other words, knowledge designed for one system differs for knowledge types defined for other systems. One of the solutions to overcoming this problem is providing a unified model or a knowledge management interface that accepts different types of knowledge, which guarantees automatic interaction between the knowledge-based systems. To facilitate the understanding of the work in this paper, an interaction is defined as knowledge sharing, integration, and transfer from one system to another. The knowledge
management interaction helps accelerating the establishment of a new knowledge-based system as it does not need knowledge initialization [7].

The paper is organized as follows. The related works on knowledge management systems are investigated in Section 2. Knowledge-based Systems development is outlined in Section 3. Empirical analysis of knowledge base design is outlined and thoroughly studied in Section 4. In Section 5, the impact of knowledge base development on knowledge management is shown in details. Findings and conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Previous Work
Knowledge Management (KM) is a relatively new form of collaborative computing. KM goals are to capture, store, maintain, and deliver useful knowledge in a meaningful form at anytime to anyone needs it and anywhere within an organization. The concept of KM has its roots in the concepts of organizational learning and organizational memory. Knowledge is usually transformed and transferred from individual to individual through the collaboration and communication of ideas, teaching processes, learning, and innovation [8, 9]. Siemens AG central board [10] created an organizational unit to be responsible for deploying KM to the entire branches of the company worldwide. Siemens realized that IT was only the tool that empowers KM. It also found that intelligent interfaces play a major role in participating in the exchange of ideas and experiences [11].

Turban et al. [12] defined KM as a process that helps organizations identify, select, organize, disseminate, and transfer essential items of information and expertise that reside within the organization in an unstructured manner. Turban et al. [12] claimed that the structure of knowledge enables effective and efficient problem solving, dynamic learning, strategic planning, and better decision-making. Using information technologies to make knowledge management available become known as knowledge management systems [13].

Knowledge management is a set of processes of elicitation, transformation of intellectual assets, and diffusion throughout an organization so that it can be shared and reused [14]. It involves a strategy commitment to improving the organization's effectiveness and provide opportunity enhancement. Knowledge management has three main functions as in figure 1 [15].

![Figure 1: Knowledge transfer](image-url)
These three main functions are:

1. External structure: which captures knowledge in an external repository and organize it to discover similar knowledge? It is supported by imaging systems, databases, workflow, ..., and document management systems using clustering techniques.
2. Internal structure: which identifies knowledge, usually explicit, relevant to a particular user's need? It involves mapping a particular problem, situation, and/or point of interest against the body of knowledge captured through external structure.
3. Individual competence: Which deals with knowledge management concept that is the most difficult to automate because it relies on individual capabilities to recognize where and how knowledge can be used.

Alavi and Leidner [16] defined KMS as the use of modern information technologies (the internet, intranets, extranets, software, tools, filters, agents, data warehouses) to systematize, enhance, and expedite intra- and inter-firm knowledge management. In other words, Knowledge management systems refer to any kind of IT system that stores and retrieves knowledge, improves collaboration, locates knowledge sources, mines repositories for hidden knowledge, captures and uses knowledge, or in some other way enhances the KM process. In figure 2 a detailed list of elements of knowledge management system [47] has been shown.

**Figure 2: Details of knowledge functions**

Cingular wireless is a major mobile communications provider based in Atlanta, Georgia, claimed that KMS is one of the key factors of organization systems success [17, 18]

Encouraging employees to use a knowledge management system for contributing and/or seeking knowledge can be difficult for a number of reasons including [19]
Lack of skills in knowledge management techniques
Lack of appropriate technology
Available technology does not match the organization's culture.

For the above reasons, we need to incorporate technologies to enable advancing functionality of modern knowledge management systems and also to form a base for future innovations in KM field [20, 21]. One of these technologies that support knowledge management is knowledge-based systems.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. First, the knowledge-based systems development is outlined. Second, an empirical analysis of end user developed applications is introduced, together with metrics for knowledge-based system quality. This is followed by a more detailed analysis of the problems encountered in end user development. The purpose of this section is to illustrate to the reader which aspects of the development process create difficulties for the inexperienced developer. Thereafter, the issue of knowledge explication is discussed. The last section extrapolates the findings to determine the limits of end user developed knowledge-based systems and discusses alternative approaches to capture the valuable knowledge of end users.

Trend of globalization has induced a fierce competitiveness among business firms within domestic and/or international markets. Using technology by firms will empower their work context by utilizing its resources. Knowledge management has emerged as the latest techno-management trend for improving the work process and creating value for business firm operations. Knowledge management offers various techno-managerial implications to business firm for strategic development. However, there are scarce evidences on business intelligence, strategic management decision support related to business organization adopting these offerings. Major objective of knowledge management is to extract the information and find the hidden knowledge from all sources of data.

Knowledge management offers to make decision for enhancement of any firms' goal. The broad overview of research articulates an understanding of government based firms about the adoption of Knowledge management based solutions and its challenges. An interface plays a key role in Knowledge Management based systems for business firms and its implication lies in the implementation algorithms for exploring the huge amount of data, which determines the pure knowledge. Majority of the firm data remains in either unstructured form such as raw form of data (i.e. internal or external documents) or with its employees in the form of experience [22]. Knowledge management process deals with extraction of both tacit and explicit knowledge of firm for improving its performance. Interface on the other hand gained its importance with constant enhancement in technologies and tools for extracting the hidden knowledge and patterns. Interface and Knowledge Management are complimentary to each other for extracting and managing the knowledge.

Luo al et. [23] has stated that research on knowledge-based system has focused on the application level, which is how to establish a knowledge-based system and utilize it for a specific purpose. This knowledge-based system will answer a specific problem in a specific domain of knowledge. In the other hand, document classification, where a knowledge-based system is assigned a task to retrieve documents from a specific source, conduct information extraction from the document to obtain the meta data, and create a classification using the meta data as outlined by Wan al et. and Wang al et. [24, 25]. Wang al et. and Schlenoff et al. [25, 26] have explained real time information, where a knowledge-based system acquires knowledge from a real time source with spatial information. Knowledge management utilization, is outlined by Eri al et.[27], where a knowledge-based system is built and managed for special purposes, while Huang al et [28] discussed multilingual information, where a knowledge-based system acquires knowledge from multilingual source, including tacit knowledge. In a recent study by Maes [29] addressed the issue of traditional end user applications errors and their potential impact on organizations. Maes [29] reports a picture of unacceptably high error rates and significant bottom-line impact related to these errors.

The research in this paper focuses on how an interface and KM integration affect the business firm while discussing its implementation challenges. It tries to analyze the correlation between Knowledge Management and Interface by exploring a road map for data framework for Knowledge Management focusing on based firms. Current situation of knowledge management strategic decision making and
role of knowledge must need to be addressed before proposing any framework for business firms. The work discusses in an extensive details the empirical analysis of knowledge base development, which aims to describe the basics of Knowledge Management based systems and integrating Business interface with Knowledge Management.

3 Knowledge-based Systems Development

A knowledge-based system is a computer program that can reason and use a knowledge base to find solutions to complex problems. The term is broad and is used to refer to many different kinds of systems. The most common theme that unites all knowledge based systems is an attempt to represent knowledge explicitly via tools such as ontology and rules rather than implicitly via code the way a conventional computer program does. The knowledge base represents facts about the world, often in some form of subsumption ontology while inference engine for knowledge base system represents logical assertions and conditions about the world, usually represented via IF-THEN rules.

Knowledge-based system development is more complex compared with quantitative applications development, which can result in even higher error rates, namely [30]:

- Knowledge-based systems are based on qualitative (logic based) reasoning using non-numeric symbols whose semantics can be defined by user rules. Traditional end user applications are largely quantitative with well-established semantics.

- Knowledge-based system developers usually have little training in the “language” of knowledge-based systems, which might be a derivative of first order logic, or a similar logic oriented language. In contrast, traditional end user application developers can rely on many years of training and experience in the common “language” of traditional end user applications.

- Most knowledge-based system shells separate development from use. That is, the knowledge base will be developed in an editor or other development environment (with limited error checking). After completion of the knowledge base, it will then be executed. This separation of development and use makes verification and correction of errors significantly more tedious compared with traditional end user applications.

- Rule-based knowledge-based systems frequently adopt a backward reasoning approach whose logic is not obvious to inexperienced developers, or to developers with experience in traditional programming languages.

The above characteristics add extra complexity that affects knowledge extraction and formalization (extraction and formalization of “rules”), representation (especially in a backward reasoning environment), validation, and learning/usage (logic with user definable semantics versus algebra). Consequently, higher error levels are expected compared to typical end user applications such as traditional end user applications. Special attention needs to be drawn to key sources of errors.

Given the apparent difficulty of end user knowledge-based system development on one hand and the increased demand for end user developed knowledge-based systems on the other hand, the decision should be made to investigate the feasibility of knowledge base creation. Two questions should be addressed.

1. are end users able to develop knowledge-based systems that are structurally of sufficient quality to represent the knowledge formalization and representation?, and
2. are knowledge bases capable of expressing their logic reasoning sufficiently to create valuable ones, knowledge acquisition?

The first question is investigated by assessing the quality and size of end user developed knowledge bases. The purpose is to determine the limits for the size and reliability of end user created solutions
and thus to assess how far end user knowledge-based system development can go. The second question is addressed through the review of research in the area of tacit and implicit reasoning. Its purpose is to find evidence of whether end-user developers can develop knowledge-based systems that convey useful business knowledge regardless of design quality.

Facts arise when objects are described by attributes, for insurance accounts receivable increases. A fact is one type of a conceptual relationship, in addition to rules. Accounts receivable continues a payment collection problem. This utterance can be interpreted in figure (3) as follows [31]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF</th>
<th>Account receivable increases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>Sales turnover remains constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>this indicates a payment collection problem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: If analysis structure

A number of examples regarding rules in a knowledge base system [46] outlined in figure (4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF</th>
<th>Direct-liquidity = satisfactory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>General-liquidity = not-satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>liquidity = medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF</th>
<th>Financial-status = very-satisfactory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>Qualitative-evaluation = satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Qualitative-evaluation = very-satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Qualitative-evaluation = perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>Expert-system-evaluation = very-satisfactory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: rules in a knowledge base

When work experience is ‘not satisfactory’ (negative work experience) then the expert assumes that the organization of the firm cannot be perfect. This meta-rule initially checks the set of possible (legal) value of the criterion organization, excluding the value ‘perfect’ as shown in figure (5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF</th>
<th>kbentry (L:legalvals(organization)= [not-satisfactory, medium, satisfactory, very-satisfactory, perfect, unknown])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>work-exp = not-satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>do(add L:legalvals(organization)= [not-satisfactory, medium, satisfactory, very-satisfactory, unknown])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>set legalvals(organization).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Meta Rules
Knowledge management uses metadata as described above, as well as, decision support systems (DSS). Decision support systems are a class of computerized information system that supports decision-making activities. Decision support systems are designed artifacts that have specific functionality. Five more specific decision support system types include communications-driven, data-driven, document-driven, knowledge-driven, and model-driven systems. Communications technologies are central to communications-driven DSS for supporting decision-making. Data-driven DSS provide access to large data stores and analytics to create information. Document-driven DSS use documents to provide information for decision making [32].

Knowledge-driven DSS are sometimes generically called expert systems or recommender systems. Model-driven DSS use quantitative models for functionality and have been called model-oriented DSS and computationally oriented DSS. The term knowledge management system (KMS) encompasses both document and knowledge-driven DSS. Holsapple and Whinston [48] proposed a slightly different classification identifying text-oriented DSS, database-oriented DSS, spreadsheet-oriented DSS, solver-oriented DSS, rule-oriented DSS, and compound DSS [32].

4. Empirical Analysis of Knowledge Base Design

Empirical studies are essential issue in evaluating and measuring the performance of a knowledge base systems or decision Support systems. Empirical analysis helps in the assessment of knowledge base design and products performance. Analysis covers a number of issues related to knowledge sharing among members. For example sharing knowledge base reports, methodologies, documents, manuals, models, experience, know-how, know-where, know-whom, and how frequently information technology has been used such as bulletin board, email, e-document management systems, knowledge repository[49].

The empirical analysis for the purpose of this study is used to assess a number of knowledge based systems. The end users developers, in our case, are final year students at University of Bahrain. These individuals selected a lower-end development environment, based on simplicity and cost, and chose application areas according to their own knowledge and interests. To study this form of development and the problems associated with it, 30 knowledge-based system development projects were analyzed.

The project counted for 40% of the participants’ course grade, thus offering a strong incentive to do well. Participants also had the ability to do well, as they received clearly formulated evaluation guidelines, including a diagnostic sheet. Participants also submitted milestone reports and received feedback on their milestone reports with respect to fulfillment of the evaluation criteria.

4.1 Performance Measurement

Measuring software performance has long been recognized as a complex issue. In the software engineering literature performance is broadly defined as conformance to specifications and is operationalized through attributes such as those identified by McCall et al [33]. These guidelines are useful for professional software development, but have less formality for end user development, where specifications may not formally be outlined or documented.

This study therefore adopted an approach to measure three criteria which are applicable to a variety of development projects, whether systems professional or end user. These are [50, 51, 54]:

- **Completeness** is related to the content of the software to be created.
- **Decomposition** reflects good design thinking, but also strongly impacts maintainability of the knowledge base.
- **Probabilistic reasoning** reflects a key aspect of knowledge-based systems, namely their heuristic nature. As is the practice in measurement of software quality criteria (at least two of them) are measured through different metrics.
The first criterion was completeness which is almost impossible for end user developed applications to assert whether they are “complete”, or what their level of completeness is. Two measures were chosen:

1. Absolute size of the knowledge base measured by the number of logic rules. The size can be considered a surrogate for richness of the knowledge base, as it determines the number of conditions the knowledge base can handle.

2. Presence of “holes” in the knowledge base, which is a determination of knowledge base incompleteness. A knowledge base hole exists, when there are conditions for which the knowledge base has no response, even though they belong to same domain.

Logical Checks for Completeness and Incompleteness of a knowledge base is the result of missing rules. This situation exists in which a particular result is required, but no rule can succeed in that situation to produce the desired result. Missing rules can be detected logically if it is possible to enumerate all circumstances in which a given decision should be made or a given action should be taken [34]. For example, the knowledge base may have investment for the inflation market fluctuation but has no advice for a stable market. This quality criterion should be compromised by end user developed systems.

The second criterion was decomposition which is widely accepted as a design principle in software development, database design, and in knowledge-based systems development. Design rules, such as modular design, use of Object-Oriented programming concepts, or database normalization are examples of design concern.

Fundamentally, designers are advised to design systems by grouping associated components together (cohesion), and to separate those that do not belong together (decoupling). To measure decomposition, three metrics were used:

1. largest number of premises in a rule,
2. levels of reasoning within the knowledge base, and
3. The use of OR connectors.

The OR criterion might be perceived as less important for user developed applications, violations of rules of decomposition will limit growth and hamper maintenance, and therefore limit the use of the developed systems as an organizational asset.

The third criterion is the use of probabilistic reasoning within the knowledge base reflecting the capabilities of approximate reasoning, use of heuristics, and pursuit of multiple paths. As professionals in their field of expertise, the individuals participating in this study were aware of non-deterministic concepts. They had received formal instruction about heuristic reasoning and the mechanisms of probabilistic reasoning within knowledge-based systems. The above measures are summarized in figure (6).
The study did not measure the content quality of each knowledge base. Thus, a knowledge base could “score highly” but at the same time be simple in its advice capability, if the developer chose such a direction. Knowledge bases were not allowed to be trivial, but there is clearly a range of content quality. It is impossible to prescribe the area study on participants because the purpose of the exercise is to let them build a knowledge base for the area they are highly interested in. Hence there is no uniformity [51] in the knowledge base content and no well justifiable way to assess content quality per se.

The above measures are not exhaustive ones. There are others not considered such as bugs that would not allow a knowledge base to execute. A minimum qualification for all systems is that they were executable. Overall then, the performance measures used in this study covered partially the two defect areas associated with the knowledge base view of software maintenance, content and structure. When the probabilistic reasoning criterion coupled with previous measures one would expect the study to provide a multifaceted insight into the quality and performance of user developed systems.

All 30 projects were evaluated according to the six measurement criteria. The results are listed in Table I, which shows an overall wide range of values for the six metrics (Adapted from Wagner [51]).

Table I: Summary of performance measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project No.</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Max no of Premises</th>
<th>Holes</th>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Use of OR</th>
<th>Prob. Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GIS Analyzer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Help desk</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Help desk</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Help desk</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PC maintenance</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table I represents different levels of sophistication and development effort. In total, performance concerns were detected in 80% of the projects. Twelve projects out of the 30 have missing rules, five provide strong indications of poor decomposition, and 14 lacked probabilistic reasoning. At the same time, knowledge bases were not insignificant in size, with an average of 92 rules each. Looking at Table I, one might issue a question regarding the acceptable levels of performance. For some criteria, the answers are simple. Existence of holes, for instance, is not acceptable at all.

Although the systems developed in the exercise is of considerable size (average 92 rules), almost 40% had missing rules. This occurs, because the system does not contain a rule that governs the combination of conditions specified by the user. It is likely to expect it from an unfinished prototype. Holes are frequently due to an oversight, where part of a range of values is not covered. This is frequent mistake for end users who frequently do not use knowledge formalization techniques, such as representation in decision tables. Holes become even more likely and more difficult to detect when the system is not well decomposed and therefore every rule contains many premises. Other holes exist because the novice developer assumes that specific conditions or combinations of conditions just cannot occur and therefore can be ignored.
4.2 Flat Knowledge Base

A “flat” knowledge base, like a flat organization, has few layers. The number of layers or levels in a knowledge base can be determined as follows [54]. The top-level goal is at Level 0. Rules that will satisfy the goal are Level 1, rules that are called by Level 1 rules become Level 2 rules, and so on. At one point, there are no further calls to rules (the knowledge-based system then asks the user or consults a database).

The highest level of rules then describes the depth of the knowledge base. The minimum level of depth for a knowledge base is 1, it can be 0, if the knowledge base contains no rules at all. While flatness is desirable in modern organizations, it is not necessarily desirable in knowledge bases. Especially when the knowledge base gets larger, we should expect more than one or two levels of reasoning. In fact, none of the projects listed in Table 1 contains one level only. An obvious example of a flat knowledge base is for instance Project No. 24 with 133 rules and only 3 reasoning levels. A flat knowledge base is the result of poor decomposition of the application problem.

Using more rules typically means more development, maintenance, and more verification effort. This is where holes easily appear in the knowledge base. When the number of rules becomes large one would expect more slips. In the deep design, fewer rules have to be written. Writing fewer rules is in each level will simplify verification process [35].

A third disadvantage is the lack of intermediate results. This disadvantage is based on a feature of knowledge-based systems, which usually remember intermediate reasoning results of an inference, regardless of the final outcome of the inference. The intermediate results can then be used for other inferences during the same session.

Given the disadvantages associated with flat knowledge bases, why would designers actually create them? Novice developers report that flat knowledge bases are easy to design. The developer sets up a “rule template” and then produces variants, often simply through “cut-and-paste” as the case with the project outlined in Table 1. This procedure can initially quickly produce a small knowledge base that deals with some of the relevant case scenarios. It is only later that the developer realizes how difficult it is to complete the knowledge base and to detect any existing errors in it. On the other hand, creating a deep knowledge base requires more initial insight and planning. The developer has to understand how to decompose the knowledge of the domain and then implement the knowledge in decomposed form. This of course requires more understanding of the design principles and highly developed skill [36].

4.3 Rule Coupling through OR

Some designers may consider the use of OR within the knowledge base rules an efficient mechanism to reduce the overall number of rules. The use of OR allows the combination of two sets or more premises that result in the same conclusions. In our set, eleven out of 30 projects used OR statements in rules. Premises are considered related [51, 53], if they refer to the same condition but differ in the value of the decision. Consider for example the rule: IF Economy = Highly Stable OR Economy = Stable THEN ...). It differs only by the value. The guidelines of programming recommend not to combining unrelated elements. In our study, this is considered coupling and its value was 11 as in column “Use of OR” in Table 1.

A representation without OR has further advantages if combined with probabilistic reasoning. When premises are separated, one can attach a certainty factor to the conclusion of each separated rule and increase the cumulative confidence factor for a conclusion as more and more evidence is gathered. When developers use OR, it is often not to shorten the knowledge base, but because inexperienced developers draw analogies to traditional programming where both AND and OR are common ones. If AND is used in knowledge-based systems, then why not also OR? It requires some experience for novice developers to realize that writing a new rule (with the same conclusion) is identical to attaching a premise with an OR, so that the use of OR is in fact unnecessary [30, 37].
4.4 Lack of Probabilistic Reasoning

End user developers often do not seem to realize that the knowledge they represent is probabilistic instead of “hard and fast”. As a result, rules that should be described using confidence factors are stated as certain. For example, the majority of projects (16 out of 30) listed in Table 1 was programmed in deterministic form despite the constant advice giving to considering probabilistic reasoning. Two reasons were given for this type of representation. First, based on their verbal comments, developers apparently truly believed their tasks were non-probabilistic [51, 52, 54], even when they were obviously not. Knowledge-based developers may recognize that the rules they know do not work all the time, and are comfortable in applying “back-up” rules.

At the same time, they seem to feel uncomfortable in operationalizing this method of reasoning in the form of most-likely rules with high probability values and less-likely rules with low probabilities. Second, being novices, the developers considered the introduction of meaningful confidence factors too difficult [46]. They simply found it difficult to attach a specific probability value to a rule. It should be noted that even experienced developers may find the assignment of factors representing the probabilistic nature of the knowledge-bases’ knowledge difficult. They typically see the problem as one of determining the most appropriate probability values (or certainty factors) so that final conclusions are presented with meaningful probability numbers [16].

5. Impact of Knowledge Base Development on Knowledge Management

From the analysis of our study one could conclude a number of shortcomings in the end users’ ability to construct quality knowledge. It has suggested a further inability to express key problem solving knowledge as well. The implications of both concerns are discussed below.

The projects analyzed were of considerable size and at the same time they exhibited a range of problem symptoms. Large size project is seemingly easier to generate than good design. Lack of probabilistic reasoning indicates that developers do not fully capture the essence of knowledge-based reasoning. Missing rules point to end user difficulties in the systematic validation of knowledge bases. Poor decomposition is evidence that developers ignored, willingly or unwillingly, knowledge base decomposition principles (thus complicating future maintenance and increasing the size of enhancement problems). End user knowledge-based systems might work at the present, but lack the features that allow them to easily grow and be maintainable in the future. These quality concerns were encountered even though all individuals had been previously given a awareness of the important of knowledge base decomposition, probabilistic reasoning, use of OR, and knowledge base verification. In addition, all projects had gone through revision iterations

With knowledge base design and maintenance being time-consuming tasks, there are obvious limits to the maximum size knowledge base a developer can create. The participants have spent in this exercise about 50 hours on average resulted in 92 rules on average. The size is in the range of systems developed at DuPont or Eastman Kodak [38]. The projects are considered modest ones compared with American Express’ Authorizer’s Assistant which contains about 850 rules, Coopers & Lybrand’s Knowledge-based contains about 3000 rules, DEC’s XCON system about 10,000 rules [39]. Also, the above professional systems contain well-written rules where one rule may represent knowledge captured by several poorly written ones.

The limits encountered in end user knowledge-based system development create a dilemma. On one hand, companies do not have the resources to use professional developers to codify significant amounts of end user knowledge. On the other hand, end users, while possessing the knowledge are unable to codify it themselves in a meaningful manner, using the available tools [36]. Groupware products, such as Lotus Notes are partly suitable to overcome the dilemma and enable end users recording knowledge in plain text. Knowledge in plain text is usually ambiguous, incomplete, and cannot be easily processed.
Despite the drawbacks outlined above, knowledge-based systems when interfaced to management systems assist in and enhance searching knowledge, help establish knowledge profiles of individual or groups, determine the relative importance of the contributed or the accessed knowledge, identify pattern in data, determine meaningful relationship, browsing, help in scanning various types of documents, help forecast future results from existing knowledge, and provide a natural language or voice command-driven user interface for the knowledge management systems[38].

This research investigated the impact of knowledge management on strategic orientation and organizational performance by using structural questioners. A number of managers and employees of certain production companies were received questioners regarding the impact of knowledge management on strategic orientation and firm performance. The results of the correlation coefficient showed that there is a significant positive correlation between knowledge management, strategic orientation and firm performance. The analysis also confirmed that the impact of knowledge management on strategic orientation and organizational performance is positive and significant. In addition, knowledge management has a significantly positive effect on firms' performance indirectly through strategic orientation. In general, the results of this investigation confirm the positive effect of knowledge management on strategic orientation and firms' performance [40].

Firms need to be aware of related knowledge issues because knowledge management as a business strategy, simultaneously, operates all over the firm, and it is considered as the tool advancement of a firm in overall program . In addition, the strategic direction of the firm in relation to customers, competitors and technology companies provides a basis to improve performance because it can identify customer needs and improve their satisfaction and cause using new technologies in production and provide the ability to rapidly respond to threats that endanger their companies [38]. There are a number of confirmations to the motivation leading firms to undertake a knowledge management effort. Typical considerations driving a knowledge management effort include [40, 41]:

- Making available increased knowledge content in the development and provision of products and services,
- Achieving shorter new product development cycles,
- Facilitating and managing innovation and organizational learning,
- Leveraging the expertise of people across the organization,
- Increasing network connectivity between internal and external individuals,
- Managing environments by enabling employees to obtain relevant insights and ideas appropriate to work,
- Solving intractable or wicked problems, and
- Managing intellectual capital and intellectual assets in the workforce, such as expertise and know-how possessed by key individuals, or stored in repositories.

The most recent advancement of knowledge-based systems and knowledge management has been to adopt the technologies for the development of systems that use the internet. The internet often has to deal with complex, unstructured data that cannot be relied on to fit a specific data model. The technology of knowledge-based systems and especially the ability to classify objects on demand is ideal for such systems. The model for these kinds of knowledge-based Internet systems is known as the Semantic Web [42]. The term is broad, and is used to refer to many kinds of systems; examples include IBM's Watson[43] and the Wolfram Language [44].

Although knowledge-based systems (KBSs) have been proposed to support product development activities and new knowledge modeling methodologies have been developed, they are still far from complete. This area has become attractive to many researchers and as a result, many new knowledge-based systems, methods and tools have been developed. However, to the best of our knowledge, knowledge-based systems for product development have not been systematically reviewed, compared and summarized [45].
6 Conclusions

Knowledge requires the storage and processing of associations through which meaning can be derived from the information. Association can be represented in explicit and observable forms in a knowledge base. The paper discusses issues relating to design a better quality interactive interface system for human to have a dialog with the knowledge management systems. At the same time, the paper investigates the ease of evaluation and implementation of a knowledge management system. It performs a major role in providing users with capabilities of dealing with underlying systems. Designing a good interface style using knowledge bases can have a profound effect on the nature of the dialog.

Many organizations have recognized the implication of intelligent information technologies to support performing their daily activities and more effective ways. Creating intelligent systems on a large scale remain a difficult Endeavour and all famous intelligent information systems have been the product of costly professional development efforts. This study indicated that there was little chance that similar successes can be achieved through end user developed systems. End user development will be limited in content, quality, and size and will not scale up. Companies that look for new ways to create and manage knowledge will have to search for alternative means to achieve this goal. Intelligent interface to knowledge-based systems is one of the promising technologies to enhance performance.

Interfacing a knowledge base oriented system can be seen as a dialog between the knowledge base and the user. It plays a major role in providing users with capabilities dealing with underlying systems. Designing a good interface style can have a profound effect on the nature of the dialog. Design of a user interface involves determining approaches in which users interact with the knowledge-based system. This study investigates the improvement of performance by performing an actual study of thirty experimental systems developed specially for the sake of the study. Results confirm that a good interface has a great impact on the performance of knowledge management systems.

The study confirms that a good intelligent interface will enhance the understandability of users and provides them with a knowledgeable background. Users who learn to describe their knowledge in a format similar to rules (instead of cases) and who learn to decompose the knowledge, into different concepts and different levels of reasoning, might provide a much better knowledge base to other organization members.
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